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From Reader Review The Hottie Next Door: Good Girls Don't /
Drop Dead Sexy / Virgin Seeks Bad-Ass Boy for online ebook

Unapologetic_Bookaholic says

got today in the mail, love the cover! the author's are really great at writing steamy novellas =D

Lindy says

Three very hot stories, but the ones by Shiloh Walker and Ruth D Kerce were definitely the better ones. All 3
were a little short on character development, but I usually expect that in short anthologies. Excellent for a
quick, get-your-blood-pumping read.

Daniell Marsh says

Three stories about ladies and their neighbors. Found them to be quick reads that enjoyed. There is sex in this
book so if that not your thing you might want to skip this book. Would read more by these authors.

Natasha says

I liked these three little novels, especially the first and third story. The only thing about the second story that
let me down was when they threw in the fact that she was a vampire and he was a werewolf.

Lynn says

this was a three story book...and i liked them all... my favorite was the first one which was good girls don't
shiloh walker... neighbors...situation... Lori dumps her fiance for cheating on her...and ends up heading to a
sex club where she is found by her best guy friend Mike.... he is into domination and tries to scare her
away..he runs her off a couple of times until he finally is forced to make a move himself... it was hot but he
freaks out after and that heads to a cheating situation that I understood but hated....

Drop dead sexy Elisa adams... sexy... did not realize it was a paranormal romance..

Virgin seeks bad ass boy ruth kerce... very hot...virginal librarian and hot biker neighbor whom she gets
turned on over after catching him nailing another woman over his bike in the ally near their
neighborhood....little different premise...lol all good stories!



Nisha says

Drop Dead Sexy - 1/5

This was remarkably bad, but considering all the other reviews, it is the worst story in the anthology, so I
think will read the others and reserve my judgment upon that. The beginning wasn't too bad, it actually
sounded pretty promising. And then the bedroom scene happened, and I was bored. BORED!?! Then
somehow the morning after (or a few days later) happens, and then I just thought, WTF? Vampires and
Werewolves? How is this in any way relevant? Oh, the kicker. The epilogue has the couple trying to be cute
and talking about getting married and finally telling his family that they are vampire/werewolves. Uh...fail.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Good Girls Don't - 4/5

Typical story of a good girl next door and the kinky cop/best friend, yet it was so enjoyable. It followed the
usual premise, stalker ex-fiance, kinky sex, commitment-phobe hero, and physical and emotional damage
that leads hero to realize what he wants (which is obviously the heroine). It was steamy and loads of fun,
though i could do without the anal scene - which is why this is a 4. This actually wouldn't be too bad if Mike
didn't seem to force Lori to want it. overall, I recommend this story and it nicely overrode my previous
rating.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Virgin seeks bad boy - 3/5

Not bad, but not remarkable either. The general story is about a Librarian who happens to be a virgin, asks
her sexy bad-boy neighbor to de-virginize her. They start with a conversation, but by the end, badboy does
the deed, but afterward, is convinced she's the one. Plus, the height of sensuality reached only about vanilla -
Not that that is a bad thing, but clearly I have gotten too used to stories like the one above (Good Girls
Don't).

Denise says

A good quick read. Did not realize the novella 'Good Girls Don't' was a prequel to 'Her Wildest Dreams'

Serena says

I have only read the first story in this book by Shiloh walker. It was a good story. However though the
ending was good, it left me wanting more closer. Just needed a better ending. Will up date later after reading
the other stories. Update over all, all three books are good. The second store is short like 40 pages so it's not
long enough for a spin ending that said the ending throw me I didnt see the paranormal ending. The third
store is also short but HOTTTTT great erotic store really enjoyed it. Will read other stores by this author.



Cindy says

Good read. Multi author themed anthology. I guess I don't live in the right neighborhood because none of
MY neighbors look like that...

All 3 stories were epublished and also included in other anthologies.

Contains some mild D/S, a touch of the paranormal

"Good Girls Don't" - Shiloh Walker - Appeared in A Hot Man Is the Best Revenge. Mike is the brother of
Allie in "Her Wildest Dreams" in Cops and Cowboys.

"Drop Dead Sexy" - Elisa Adams - Appeared in Asking for It.

"Virgin Seeks Bad-Ass Boy" by Ruth D. Kerce - Appeared in Good Girl Seeks Bad Rider.

Melanie♥ says

Hard to rate this one as each of the novellas scored very differently.
As expected, Shiloh Walker gets a solid 4 for her contribution, Good Girls Don't. It was the longest story,
taking up half the book. Ruth Kerce also gets a 4 for Virgin Seeks Bad-Ass Boy. It is very short, but gets
points for the "de-virgin" laughs. Elisa Adams gets a 1 for Drop Dead Sexy. It was drop dead stupid.

Stacey Allison says

I just wanted to note that Shiloh Walker's story Good Girls Don't was also in the book A Hot Man Is The
Best Revenge from Ellora's Cave. Both were good books. I just wish that we could have got another story
from Shiloh. That was my only complaint.

Mollie *scoutrmom* says

This is a pleasant little collection of erotic romance stories that are fairly mild for the genre... no multiples,
no SM in the BD. A bit of anal sex with mild spanking is the worst of it.

I liked Good Girls Don't by Shiloh Walker better than the other two, but since I have it in another collection,
I see no reason to keep this around.

Thanks for the recommendation, Mheghan, it was a nice bit of escapism.



Charlene says

This was an anthology with three short stories. I enjoyed all of them but my favorite was by Shiloh Walker's.
This is probably because it was the longest in the book and she does such a fantastic job of developing her
characters. I would definitly recommend the book, the bdsm is light and sexy not hard core so it should
appeal to most.

Cyn Mistress Kitty says

This anthology consisted of 3 stories, 2 of them great, 1 not so much.

The first story by Shiloh Walker was Good Girls Don't. This was a prequel to Her Wildest Dreams which I
loved btw. Mike and Lori are next door neighbors and best friends. After Lori catches her fiance cheating,
she dumps him and decides to fulfill her wild fantasies by going to a kinky sex club where she sees her sexy
neighbor Mike. What ensues is a lot of kinky sex with some mild bdsm. I gave it 5 stars.

The second story by Elisa Adams was called Drop Dead Sexy. Joy decides to ask her playboy neighbor to
reveal his sexy fantasies in order to help her write an article for a magazine she is working on. He shows her
instead and they get down and dirty even though they hardly know each other. This story was just plain
weird, not very sexy or believable and had a very strange twist at the end. I gave it 1 star.

The third story by Ruth D. Kerce was called Virgin Seeks Bad-Ass Boy. Caleb and Ali are next door
neighbors and friends. Caleb owns a motorcycle shop and likes hard, fast, nasty sex. Ali on the other hand is
shy, a librarian and is a virgin at 24. She decides she wants to live the wild life and asks Caleb to de-virgin
her. He does and what he does is done very well. Whew, there is a scene where Ali and Caleb are having
wild sex while a buddy of Caleb's is on the phone with Ali telling her what to say and do. Very unique 3
way. I gave this a blazing 5 stars.

Overall, I'd say this book gets 4.5 stars.

Shawna says

3 ½-4 stars – Contemporary Romance/Erotica/BDSM Anthology

I totally bought The Hottie Next Door because of the hot-as-sin stud in nothin’ but an eight-pack and a
towel on the cover and mainly for the story by Shiloh Walker. The anthology features three erotic, albeit
very short, tales about lustful, less than satisfied good-girls-next-door looking for some wild, smokin’,
scorch-up-the-sheets, down-and-dirty hot sex with the hunky bad-boys on the block.

GOOD GIRLS DON’T by Shiloh Walker
When kindergarten teacher Lori dumps her controlling, cheating fiancé, she decides to check out the sex club
Expose to satisfy some unfulfilled fantasies and runs into her hunky best friend and neighbor, detective
Mike. He’s convinced that a good-girl like Lori can’t handle his Dom/BDSM tendencies, no-commitment
nature, and hard sexual tastes, but she sets out to prove him wrong and twists him up in the process. This was
my favorite story of the three, which isn’t very surprising considering that it’s the main reason that I wanted



to read it in the first place. It’s a verrry hot story with some mild BDSM, D/s activity. The ending is rather
abrupt and I would have liked an epilogue, but overall it’s a sexy tale with a sassy heroine and a hottie bad-
boy cop next door. 4 ½ stars.

DROP DEAD SEXY by Elisa Adams
Writer Joy asks her playboy neighbor to reveal his darkest sexual fantasies and deepest desires with women
for her magazine article. When he insists on showing her, rather than telling her, the two are suddenly caught
up in a wild, kinky encounter that’s more than either of them ever bargained for. Soon their hot affair turns
into something deeper, but they are both keeping dangerous secrets that could threaten their new found
happiness. This was a mediocre, abrupt, and disappointing story with a silly twist ending, and it seemed out
of place in the anthology. Luckily the other two stories are good and hot enough to make up for this one. 2
stars.

VIRGIN SEEKS BAD-ASS BOY by Ruth D. Kerce
Sexy, bad-boy biker Caleb is intrigued when his sweet, librarian neighbor makes him a tantalizing
proposition that he can’t refuse. She’s tired of being a virgin and waiting around for Mr. Right when what
she really wants is a weekend of no-holds-barred, passionate sex with a hunky stud who knows how to
satisfy and please a woman. When she offers to submit to all of Caleb’s kinky bedroom demands in
exchange for him taking her virginity and teaching her all he knows about sex, it seems too good to be true.
And neither of them expected their wild weekend together to turn into something deep and lasting. This was
a fun, sweet, sexy, steamy story with a hot-as-sin bad-ass biker hero who rules supreme in the bedroom and a
spunky heroine who conquers his bad-boy heart. 4 stars.

Overall, it's an entertaining, smokin’ hot anthology with two out of three satisfying stories about some hunky
bad-boy studs fulfilling the erotic fantasies of the good-girls-next-door. 3 ½-4 stars.


